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s we head into August, family and friends gather together for final

celebrations on the island we know and love before heading back to

reality on the mainland. Whether you are living as a houseguest or simply

heading to a dinner party, there is nothing quite like a considerate, well-thought-

out gift to honor your host’s generosity. Seeking out the perfect present for a

party planner can be difficult, but this summer finding “the” gift became a lot

easier with the opening of 28 Centre Pointe28 Centre Pointe, a new home-goods store located in

the heart of Nantucket’s cobblestone’s streets at 28 Centre Street.

Margaret Ann NolenMargaret Ann Nolen, owner and mastermind behind 28 Centre Pointe, has

been coming to Nantucket since she was 20 and much like the rest of us, she has a

special place in her heart for this little island. As a local homeowner, Nolen was

determined to become more involved with the community and decided that the

best way to do that would be to delve into the business side of things.

“There are so many beautiful shops already on Nantucket and I didn’t want to

compete with them, so I wanted to find pieces that nobody else carries and find

exclusives or create my own pieces,” Nolen explained. “The reason we called it

Centre Pointe is because we want it to be a central place on island to come for
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hostess gifts, furniture, a snack, a t-shirt and anything that reminds you of

Nantucket or will help create the home you want on Nantucket.”

And the store does not disappoint. With items ranging from a $6 dollar snack to a

$10,000 dollar sofa, 28 Centre Pointe really does have something for everyone. So

to help you start August off right, here are a few of our favorite hostess gifts from

28 Centre Pointe to show your appreciation.
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Ice BucketsIce Buckets

When thinking of an ideal summer

party, refreshing drinks are almost

always on the mind. With these

handy ice buckets, your hostess

can be sure that the rosé, white

wine or bubbly will remain at the

perfect temperature all night long. These ceramic ice buckets with wooden covers

to keep the cool come in bright orange, blue, green and white.
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Himalayan Body Scrub + BathHimalayan Body Scrub + Bath

SaltsSalts

After a long evening of

entertaining, your hostess will be

ready to simmer down, relax and

take some time for herself. With

the Riviera Collection of bath salts

from Mer Sea, your hostess can do just that with the delicious smells of Capri

lemon and white lily or Spanish amber and bergamot orange. P.S., be sure to

include the 100 percent natural Himalayan body scrub from Majestic Pure to

leave your hostess calm and refreshed.
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Fish Cook BookFish Cook Book

The perfect hostess knows how to

prepare delicious snacks for all…

but that doesn’t mean she can’t use

some help. With Cree LeFavour’s

cookbook, “Fish”, your hostess can

learn over 120 new seafood

recipes necessary for pleasing island visitors. Whether it’s a simple New England

clam chowder to tie guests over or a full lobster and black truffle linguine dinner,

this cookbook has got you covered.
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Shot Glass SetShot Glass Set

If your hostess has done this

before, she knows that every good

celebration has the potential to

lead to shots. With this beautiful

set of six shot glasses from the

European handmade glass

company LSA, your hostess will be ready for whatever comes her way, whether it’s

just a girls night in or a bachelorette party.
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Custom Thank You CardsCustom Thank You Cards

Although we are in the age of

emails, texts and tweets, there is

still something so special about

receiving a hand-written note from

someone you care about. With

these adorable custom thank you

cards created by Delaney Designs, your hostess can send a piece of Nantucket to
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her loved ones from anywhere in the world. Each pack comes with five cards and

for a personal touch, your hostess can add initials or a special design to the front.

 

 

Planning the perfect party or evening with friends certainly brings a lot of joy to

those involved, but with that comes the preliminary stress of making sure the

night is a success. With the help of these gifts from 28 Centre Pointe, we at N

Magazine are sure that your host will feel appreciated and confident to throw the

next big bash!
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quick chat with Chris Quidley of Quidley & Co. and artistquick chat with Chris Quidley of Quidley & Co. and artist

Forrest Rodts.Forrest Rodts.

N MAGAZINE:N MAGAZINE: What inspired you to open an art gallery and why do you

think it has remained so successful?

QUIDLEY:QUIDLEY: I grew up as the son of an artist and framer. I did not want to be in

the art world growing up but I found myself drawn into it. I was dragged to

museums, gallery openings, and art fairs as a kid. I ended up working at the

booths of many of the fairs where my father exhibited. During college I

assisted my father with some of his gallery relationships. It was my

experiences during those years, combined with the opportunity to intern at

Christie’s, that set my path. I worked for a gallery right after college, and

opened my own art consulting business in 1993. Quidley & Company was

opened here on Nantucket in April of 2006.
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PM.jpg)N MAGAZINE:N MAGAZINE: What drew you to opening a gallery on Nantucket

specifically?

QUIDLEY:QUIDLEY: My father, Peter, started showing his work on the island in the late

1970s. In late 2000, I was approached by the owner of the gallery that

represented my father at the time to work temporarily that winter until he

found a gallery director. I ended up staying with them for four years, until I

realized it was time to go back on my own.

N MAGAZINE:N MAGAZINE: What would you say is your strategy for maintaining

consistency with sales in such an inconsistent market?

QUIDLEY:QUIDLEY: The art world and collecting habits are constantly evolving and

seem to be changing more rapidly now more than ever. There are several

important strategies I emphasize: listening to the needs of our collectors;

responding promptly to their interests; and introducing to clients the work of

new artists they might want to consider collecting. For years, I had a

consistent approach of representing a core group of outstanding

representational artists who were all mid-career to established painters.

Though many of those artists I started with are still part of the gallery, we

have grown towards a more modern direction, following the change in tide of

the collecting habits of our clients. In addition, we have an influx of collectors

requesting assistance with finding blue chip art.

N MAGAZINE:N MAGAZINE: You have a new show opening on July 14th. How would you

describe it?

QUIDLEY:QUIDLEY: The staff, collectors and I look forward in particular to our

summer Forrest Rodts exhibition. We are always excited to see what he has

created. His work resonates with such a wide audience of all ages, capturing

the hearts of all who believe the island is a special place. We host an exhibition

of Forrest’s work every two years. It always draws the largest crowds and

most active collectors. I would be shocked if we did not sell most of the new

paintings.
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In your opinion, what about Rodts’ work is going to attract people to this

featured show?

QUIDLEY:QUIDLEY: His work has a happy vibe. You want to be part of the experience

he captures on panel. For many it evokes a fond memory of being on island.

Whether it is a dog waiting on a beach as his owner is surfing, a Grand

Wagoneer cruising on the beach with fishing rods attached, cold Cisco beers

sitting on a tailgate, or a beach bonfire at the end of the day, people can look at

that and smile. Some will even say they happily recall having personally had

one of the experiences depicted in Forrest’s work.

N MAGAZINE:N MAGAZINE: What would you say is Rodts’ greatest strength as an artist?

QUIDLEY:QUIDLEY: His ability to put the viewer in the scene. His attention to detail is

extraordinary, as his facility for capturing the pattern and color of the water

that surrounds the island. My favorite aspect of his work is the little details he

includes, such as a puddle or a cloud in the shape of the island.

N MAGAZINE:N MAGAZINE: Your bio says that you are a “self-taught artist.” How did you

become an artist and what initially led you to pursuing art as a career?

RODTS:RODTS: I always drew, but I started painting in college where I was studying

Economics. I got out of school and went into investment banking and hated it.

Started painting full time and loved it. I backed into this career, but over time I

realized I had a knack for it and could make a living at it.

N MAGAZINE:N MAGAZINE: Growing up you spent your summers on Nantucket with your

family, which has had a large influence on your artwork. What originally drew

you to first start painting qualities and items representative of Nantucket?

RODTS:RODTS: Nantucket is my favorite place, so painting it was the most natural

thing to do. If I couldn’t be there, I could be through my paintings. The beauty

and memories of Nantucket are my greatest inspirations.
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Each of your paintings has immense detail that immediately transports the

viewer into the scene. What would you say is the most challenging part of

ultimately making viewers feel a certain way, whether it’s on a beach with a

beer from Cisco or on a winter walk in the center of town?

RODTS:RODTS: Authenticity! Getting all the details correct. But at the same time I

am trying to elicit a mood. Photorealism is fine, but I want an emotional

connection as well. I love doing all the details and getting things more realistic

each time. That’s what really excites me, but the initial idea comes from how I

feel about the subject and I hope the viewer feels that too. My work was once

described as photo-idealistic, which I always liked.

N MAGAZINE:N MAGAZINE: In a few of your pieces, there is a subtle cloud or puddle in

the shape of the island. How did you come up with that idea?

RODTS:RODTS: Just a fun idea I had. It’s never the focal point of the piece, but a little

hidden prize for those who looked closely for it. And I don’t always do it, I

don’t want it to be a “thing,” but rather an extra gift to those who find it.

N MAGAZINE:N MAGAZINE: If you had to pick one thing, what is your favorite scene of

Nantucket to paint?

RODTS:RODTS: That’s a tough question, because it is so much about emotion or

memory rather than a particular scene. And the island offers an endless

variety of subjects. But for me to want to paint it, it has to be more than just a

pretty scene. It has to bring me back to a specific moment in time. That being

said, I do love to paint with evening light.

Join Quidley & Company for the opening reception of “Forrest Rodts: Island

Time” on Friday, July 14th from 6 – 8 P.M.
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